
11 Ways Schools Can - and Should - Involve 
Families in SEL Programming (Click to Tweet)

Fordham offers tips for ELA text selection 
and cultural literacy (Click to Tweet)

UT theater program infuses STEM to 
enhance student experience (Click to Tweet)

Educators & Experts Say Personalized Learning Is Not About Technology or 
Money but Leadership and Relationships (Click to Retweet @HSG_Ed)
Freeda P. on Implementing 
Elementary IB (Click to Tweet)

Early childhood education yields 
benefits - just not the ones you 
think. (Click To Tweet) 

Nutrition
Beth O.: “Let’s Do Breakfast!” (Click to Tweet)

KY High School Teacher combines literature 
and food to meet needs of students. (Click to 
Tweet)
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Hawai’i Teacher Fellows launched 
#VirtualOpenHouseHI to share their learning 
environments w/ other educators, parents and 
communities. (Click to Tweet)

Jill F. writes why building a culturally responsive 
classroom matters for the success of ALL students 
(Click to Retweet @HSG_Ed)

2018 TAC Members from HI

HI Alumni Leadership

● Kristen Brummel (‘14-’16) joins 
HSG as HI State Director.

● Mathieu Williams (‘15-’17)
is named 2019 HI State 
Teacher of the Year.

● Lorna Baniaga-Lee and 
● Esther Park (‘16-’18) join HSG’s 

Teacher Advisory Council (TAC).
● Jon Medeiros (‘14-’16) supports 

TFs and more state education 
initiatives via HIDOE and TAC.

@HSG_HI
#HSGHI

2018 TF Facilitators

@HSG_UT
#UTedchat

Bridget Varner and Debbie 
Morgan (‘17-’18) joined other 
states’ alumni to become Utah’s 
first HSG Facilitators leading 
virtual and face-to-face 
professional learning to TFs.
In June 2018, HSG’s Teacher 
Advisory Council joined the UT 
TFs for summer convenings in 
Salt Lake City.

Data Quality Campaign and HSG release “Utah 
Teachers Value, Use & Need Data” report 
(Click to Retweet @HSG_Ed)

NPR affiliate covers story of Michele J. and 
her once-homeless student (Click to Retweet 
@HSG_Ed)

EdTrex Rewind podcast features UT TF 
perspectives on topics of access, equity, more 
(Click to Tweet)
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Stan T., Tricia W. & KSU Prof. Roger C. on 
Cultural Competency for K12 Teachers
(Click to Retweet @HopeStreetGroup)

Bridget P. writes “Educators can make a 
difference in mental health of students” 
(Click to Tweet)

Garris S. offers 5 Tips to Promote Equity in 
Schools (Click to Tweet)

Choir Director Beth L. on Access to Arts 
Education (Click to Tweet)

TN Alumni Leadership

KY Alumni Leadership

Amy Clancy (‘16-’18) 
joins Beth Lovett 
(‘15-’17) and Jana 
Bryant (‘13-’15) to 
represent KY on 
HSG’s Teacher 
Advisory Council.

Allison Slone 
(‘15-’17) and Leah 
Turner (‘15-’17) serve 
as State Design 
Team Members to 
support TFs and 
other KY educators.

@HSG_KY
#HSGKY

@HSG_TN
#HSGedchatTN

Karen Vogelsang 
(‘15-’17) and 
Meagan England 
(‘16-’18) serve as 
State Design 
Team Members 
to support TFs 
and other TN 
educators.

Cindy Cliche (‘16-’18) 
joins Michael 
Bradburn as TN TF 
Facilitator, leading 
virtual and in-person 
professional learning.

Heidi K. shines in Ed-WF partnership w/ Gestamp 
(Click to Retweet @HSG_Ed)

Candace H. and Mark W. named to new TNDOE 
Teacher Ambassador Network (Click to Retweet 
@HSG_TN)

Melissa C. brings suburban NJ kids to her Memphis 
classroom, virtually (Click to Retweet @HSG_Ed)

 

Teacher Advisory Council member 
Jarred Amato reflects on his org’s 1st 
literacy summit (Click To Tweet) 
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Jami M. Reynolds 
(‘14-’16) joined 
Tiffany Gruen 
(‘15-’17) as KY TF 
Facilitator to lead 
in-person and 
virtual learning.

https://medium.com/hope-street-group/educators-and-diversity-how-teachers-can-tackle-implicit-bias-create-more-equitable-learning-2a64fde8daad
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https://www.chattanoogan.com/2018/10/18/378308/Tennessee-DOE-Announces-9-Educators.aspx
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https://medium.com/hope-street-group/literacy-empowers-young-people-as-readers-and-leaders-so-that-theyre-prepared-and-inspired-to-9a6e77004238
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NC Alumni Leadership
Justin Parmenter (‘16-’18) and Amanda 
Wallace (‘15-’17) serve as State Design Team 
Members to support the Teacher Voice 
Network and other NC educators.

Douglas Price (‘16-18) adds expertise to the 
Teacher Advisory Council alongside 15’-17 
TVFs Jim Brooks, Mamie Hall and Guy Hill ‘
Read Doug’s Medium blog on PreK education, 
then Click to Tweet to share it.

Tracy B. recounts summer 
externship at Lenovo on Education 
Matters TV (Click to Retweet 
@HSG_Ed)

Elaine M. talks reading on 
BAM!Radio (Click To Tweet)

Justin P.’s Encouraging Notes from 
Parents Story Goes Viral (Click to 
Retweet @HSG_Ed)

@HSG_NC
#HSGNC

Stay up on the Teacher Fellows Network: 
Opt-in to monthly and/or quarterly updates

hopestreetgroup.org/teacherfellowship

Medium.com/hope-street-group (Blog)

What’s New and What’s Next?

● TFs are wrapping up their state data collections on 
10/31. Visit those programs on social media to 
access educator surveys ASAP!

● This new informational PDF shares HSG’s approach 
to designing professional learning for TFs, and the 
impact areas we observe. 

● Participate in one or two Monday, 11/5 Twitter 
chats on Workforce Development using the 
#HSGPrep hashtag. Educators and other pros will 
chat at 4pm and again at 8pm ET to maximize the 
connections and share expertise. (Click to Tweet)

● Mid-January, HSG will recruit educators for 
2018-2020 Fellowships in several locales. Stay 
tuned for TF application information!

We continue thinking of our colleagues and friends as so many recover from the 
devastation of Hurricane Florence.

@HSG_Ed and @HopeStreetGroup (Twitter) 

LinkedIn.com/company/hope-street-group
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https://twitter.com/hsg_nc
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